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We obtain the stress function from the boundary stress via a device 
which we call the modified lower order potential. The boundary value 
problem considered here is a fundamental problem in the theory of 
elasticity in two dimensions. The results obtained here give point-wise 
solutions to a Neumann-type boundary value problem for the biharmonic 
equation and extend previous results to include domains with CL boun- 
daries and with boundary data in Ly x Ly(iX2). 
The modilied lower order potential was introduced by Cohen and 
Gosselin in [4] to solve the problem studied here. In [4] the solution was 
obtained with boundary data in the space of cosets of linear functionals 
acting on the space of Dirichlet data. The convergence at the boundary was 
devised to fit the boundary data and was somewhat awkward. In this paper 
we show that the solution can be obtained with boundary data in a sub- 
space of Ly x LY(dS2) and with the boundary values obtained nontangen- 
tially point-wise almost everywhere. 
The problem studied here is equivalent to obtaining the interior stress on 
a thin elastic plate from the stress on the boundary. The interior stresses 
are given by the stress potential, a vector valued potential obtained as a 
pair of differential operators acting on the modified lower order potential. 
The form of the stress potential makes the analysis at the boundary 
obtainable via the singular integral estimates of Calderon [2]. 
In Section 2.3 we prove an extension of Theorem 2 of Calderon’s paper 
on the Cauchy integral on Lipschitz curves [2] to a wider class of singular 
integrals. This result, which is essentially an observation about Calderon’s 
proof, is necessary to obtain the convergence of certain potentials at the 
boundary. 
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The problem in elastostatics of obtaining the interior stress from the 
stress on the boundary can be treated as a boundary value problem for a 
second order elliptic system satisfied by the components of displacement. 
Recently, Dahlberg, Kenig, and Verchota [S], using the system of layer 
potentials in [9], obtained a solution for this system with L2 boundary 
data on Lipschitz domains. Their result extends to Lp data for 1 < p < 2 
but fails on Lipschitz domains for the range 2 < p < a. 
In this paper we obtain a solution to a biharmonic problem on C’ 
domains with data in Lp for 1 < p < co. The extra smoothness in the c“ 
case allows the problem to be treated using compactness arguments and 
Fredholm theory. It is interesting to note that the layer potentials utilized 
by Dahlberg et al. do not give the full C’ results via Fredholm theory since 
some of the boundary operators fail to be compact. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In [4], Cohen and Gosselin introduced the modified multiple layer 
potential u,, a new representation of Agmon’s multiple layer potential (see 
Sect. 6 of [ 11) for the biharmonic equation. The modified multiple layer 
potential is obtained from Agmon’s by applying a biharmonic analog of the 
Cauchy Riemann equations to the kernels of the multiple layer potential. It 
is easily shown to satisfy a version of the Dirichlet problem where a bihar- 
manic function is sought with gradient in Lp x Lp(&Q) (see Sect. 3 of 143). 
It is shown that the interior nontangential limit of Vu,,, is of the form 
(f+ 8) g where 2 is the density of the potential. The adjoint (I+ P)* is 
shown to be the exterior “weak” limit of a vector of second order differen- 
tial operators acting on a biharmonic function which we call the modified 
lower order potential. 
In what follows we will assume that Q is a bounded simply connected C’ 
domain in [w*. The letter X will usually denote a point in Q or in a’. The 
letters P and Q will usually denote points on the boundary c7Q. 
1.1. The Modified Potentials 
We begin with some preliminaries. 
Definition (1.1.1). Let VP,= {g=(g, h)ELP(&2)x Lp(X2): lc,ln gd.y+ 
hdy=O}. 
DEFINITION (1.1.2). The modified multiple layer potential U, = u,,( g; X) 
is defined by 
u,(& X)=2 s erg g(Q) LfFW- Q, f h(Q) L@W- Q, ds(Q) (1.1.3) 
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where for X = (x, y), F(X) = ( -1/4n){(x2+y2) arg(x + iy) - xy} = 
( - l/470 Im(.?z log z - ;Zz + 4~‘). For Q E 852, 
LP=x,(O)(~)a+~~(Q,(~~, 
LZP =xs(Q) (&)’ +YAQ) ($)‘. 
the superscript Q denotes the point at which the differential operator is 
acting and x,(Q) i + y,(Q) j is the unit tangent in the counterclockwise 
direction. The integration begins at a point P, and proceeds counter- 
clockwise around 8.G?. The designation of a point PO enables us to define a 
branch of the argument which appears in the formula for i? 
We then get an integral representation: 
b&f) = j i?(Q) 4X Q> 4Qh 
m 
(1.1.4) 
where 
Lf? d;F(X- Q) 1 Lf!a;F(x-Q) . (1.1.5) 
For P # Q and PE &I2 we can replace X in (1.1.5) with P and the matrix 
is still defined. We tentatively define dpg(P) = p.v. Jan g(Q) I(P, Q) h(Q). 
We also tentatively define the formal adjoint, 
z*+(Q) = p.v. I, i(P, Q) U)’ NP) (1.1.6) 
where 4 = (4, $) E Ly(asZ) x Ly(&2) and the supercript T indicates that we 
are looking at the transpose of the row vector (4, J/). If we formally 
interchange differentiation and integration we have 
d;“*MQ) = CL?, LfJT 2 s 
ai? 
a.:FU’- Q, 4(P) + a.:FV’- Q, Ii/(P) W’). 
(1.1.7) 
This calculation suggests that the adjoint operator is obtained by applying 
the differential operator (L,, L,) to the integral potential on the right hand 
side of (1.1.7). To make this precise we must extend the right-hand side of 
(1.1.7) from points QEaLJ to points XEC2. 
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DEFINITION (1.1.8). For 4 = (4, I,/I) E Ly(&J) x Ly(&I) we define the 
modified lower order potential with density $ by 
u,($; X) = 2 s mo 
a~~(P-X)~(P)+d.~~(P-X)~(P)ds(P), (1.1.9) 
where the function F and the path of integration are as in the definition of 
the modified multiple layer potential (see definition (1.1.2)). 
In what follows x(s) i + J?(S) j will denote the arclength parametrization 
of SJ and x,(Q) i + y,(Q) j is the unit tangent to &S at Q where x, = ri.~ld.\ 
and y p = dy/ds. 
DEFINITION (1.1.10)). For QE&~, XE~, ne=y,,(Q)i-x,,(Q)j, the 
unit outer normal to a52 at Q and VE C2(n) we define 
where 
DEFINITION (1.1.11). For u,($; X) the modified lower order potential 
with density $, Q E &S and LcnL,, the differential operator defined by 
(1.1 .lO), the stress potential is the vector P$( X) given by 
= 
s I*(P. X; n,)4(P)“ds(P), (1.1.12) iR 
where 
and the superscripts in the matrix indicate the point at which the differen- 
tial operators are applied. 
It is important to note that if we let X= Q we have /*(I’, Q: ng) = 
I(P, Q), the matrix in formula (1.1.5). 
1.2. The Main Rem/t 
In the paper, “Adjoint boundary value problems for the biharmonic 
equation on C’ domains in the plane,” Cohen and Gosselin [4] obtained a 
distributional solution of the problem d* V = 0 in R, L,,g,,V = 6 on (?SJ. In 
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that paper, 6 is in a subset of the dual of VP (see (1.1.1) for the definition of 
qP) a coset of pairs of Ly(asZ) functions satisfying certain moment con- 
ditions, and the convergence of Lcnp) V is as linear functionals acting on 
elements in wP. 
This paper shows that the convergence of L(,,,V actually occurs non- 
tangentially point-wise almost everywhere. Furthermore, the restriction of 
the boundary data to cosets is unnecessary and we can solve the boundary 
value problem for pairs of Ly(&2) functions satisfying the appropriate 
moment conditions. 
For Q ~80, let N, be the unit inner normal at Q. Let r= r:(Q) = 
{X~~;(X-Q,N,)>alX-Ql,Ix-QI<s,O<cr<l}.Wecannowstate 
the main theorem. 
THEOREM (1.2.1). If D is a simply connected, bounded C’ domain in lR2, 
4 E Ly(22) x L4(lM2) and satisfies the moment conditions: 
j<,,W= ja,W=Q (1.2.2) 
s xq5+y$ds=O, (1.2.4) ai2 
then there exists a function V, possibly multiple valued satisfying 
d2V(X)=0 for XEO 
;eQ LcnQj VW) = d(Q) i + HQ) i a.e. for XE r(Q) n Sz. 
(1.2.4) 
Furthermore, there exists a pair $1 = (4,) 9,) such that the solution is given 
by the modqied lower order potential v,(Q1; X). 
1.3. The Connection with Elasticity 
The differential operator L defined in (1.1.10) arose in this paper from 
considering the adjoint of the trace of Vu, on the boundary. It is important 
to note that it also arises very naturally from the theory of elasticity in two 
dimensions. 
At a point P in a thin plate we let X,i + Y, j = 9’(n,) denote the force 
per unit length exerted along a small line segment dl, which passes through 
the point P and which is perpendicular to the unit vector nP. For i,, j, the 
usual unit vectors in the x and y directions at P we define 9(iP) = 
(xx9 Y,), yP(j,) = Cx,, Y,). 
It follows from equations going back to Cauchy, (see [IO]), that for 
nP= n,i +nj, the force 9(np) is related to the forces 9’(iP) and Y(j,) by 
the equation [ 2]= [k $1 [ :;I. 
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Under the assumption of no “body” forces present the components of the 
above matrix satisfy the equilibrium equations 
!g+!&); 
aY 
ax,, ay, 
x+-=0, 
ay 
(1.3.1 )
and furthermore 
Lqx,+ Y,)=O. (1.3.2) 
Assuming that the matrix [2 ;I ] is symmetric (XJ = Y,), (1.3.1) implies 
there exists a function I/ suih ‘that V.,., = Y,., V,,. = -X,. = -Y, and 
V,V.,,=X,. Applying (1.3.2) we get d*V=O. 
For w = j?i - aj we let L,,,V(X) = (aV.,,(X) + fiV,,(X)) i + (crV,,.(X) + 
bV,,(X)) j. Assuming that V is the potential for the equilibrium equations 
( 1.3.1) and (1.3.2) we have for o = y,(Q) i - x,(Q) j, that at point X 
v,x(X) xv(Q) +f’&f)~,(Q) = 
J’,,(X) x.,(Q) +v,.,.(X) y.,(Q) 
= -q,,,vn (1.3.3) 
where E= [ !, A]. 
FromTheorem (1.2.1) wecansolve42V=0, L,npjV=(& $)E(LYxL~)~~. 
Hence for 4 = -Y,, II/ = X, satisfying the moment conditions 
Ia,, Y,(Q) ds(Q) = j-, X,(Q) NQ) = 0 (1.3.4) 
and 
s Y(Q) Xn(Q) -x(Q) Y,(Q) dGQ) = 0OR 
we can find a biharmonic function V such that L(,,,V(X) -+ 
(- Y,(Q), X,,(Q)) as X-t Q ~%2. By (1.3.3) we have 9’(wx) -+ (X,, Y,) as 
X-+ as2. Thus we have found the interior stress from the boundary stress, 
for bounded simply connected domains with C’ boundaries where the 
boundary stress (X,, Y,) are pairs of Ly functions satisfying the moment 
conditions in ( 1.3.4). 
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2. THE STRESS KERNELS 
In Section 1 we introduced the stress potential 9$(X) = San I*(P, X; no) 
NJ’) WP) h w ere l*(P, X; no) is the 2x2 matrix in (1.1.12). We let 
l$(P, X; no) denote the components of the matrix I* and note that when 
X= Q E 852, (Q # P), I*( P, Q; n9) = l(P, Q) where Z(P, Q) is given in 
(1.1.5). 
In this section we will analyze the integral operators whose kernels are 
the components I$. We will compute explicit formulae for the 1;‘s in rec- 
tangular coordinates and show how they are transformed under a rotation 
of coordinates. While the kernels are not invariant under rotations they can 
be analyzed using estimates of Calderon [2] for the Cauchy integral along 
Lipschitz curves. 
2.1. The Components of the Stress Matrix 
For X= (x, y) and F(X) = (- 1/47r){ (x2 + v2) arg(x + iy) - xy} (where 
the argument is suitably chosen), we have by direct computation: 
F.x’,,,(x) = 2 y3 71 (x2 + y2)Z’ 
Q&u =; (x2y;2,29 
F:,,,(X) = 2 x2Y 71 (x2+y2)2’ 
&“(X) = -2 x3 7c (x2 + y2)2’ 
(2.1.1) 
To compute the components of the stress matrix we let X= (x, y), 
P = (u, v) be the Cartesian coordinates for X and P and write no = /?i - aj. 
Then 
I,,(P,X;~,)=~~~:,,,(P-X)X,(Q)+~~~,(P-X)~,(Q) 
2 40 -YJ3 2 Bb-x)(vY)2 =- 
n ((x - 24)’ + (u -y)2)2 -n((U-x)2+(u-yy)2)2 
~12(f’y X ne) = 2~xi,,(P - Xl x,(Q) + 2~xyy(P - 9 Y,(Q) 
2 a(24 - x)(u -Jq2 2 Ku-x)“(u-Y) =-- 
7L ((u-x)2+(Y--y)2)2 +n((U-x)2+(U-y)2)* 
(2.1.2) 
=J21(P, X; ne) = l12(P, X; np) 
l22(p, x; nQ) = &#‘- X) x,(Q) + 2&,(P- X)y,(Q) 
2 a(u-x)2(u-y) 2 D(u - xl3 
=n((U-x)2+(u-y)2)2-;((U-x)2+(U-y)2)2’ 
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We next set, 
J,(x) 2 
1 
II (1 +x2)2’ 
J,(x)=-2 x 
7t (1 +x2)2’ 
J*(x)=? x2 
7c(l +x2)2’ 
J,(x) = -2 
X3 
?T (1 +x2)2’ 
Then a straightforward calculation shows 
Jm am dx = Jm ~~(x) dx = 1 
--m -Lx 
and 
J O” J,(x) dx= lim JR J3(x) dx = 0. -m R-m -R 
2.2. The Half-Space Solutions 
We next consider the upper-half-space problem: 
(2.1.3) 
(2.1.4) 
Ll’V(x, y) = 0, Y>O, 
lim L(x, Y) = 4x1 E LYR), (2.2.1) .v-o+ 
lim 
v+o+ 
V.Jx, y) = I&X) E Ly( R). 
This is the problem in Theorem (1.2.1) where !S is the upper half-plane, 
x5(Q) = 1, y,(Q) = 0 and the convergence of L(,,,,V is along lines perpen- 
dicular to the x axis. 
If we compute the stress potential, we get for X= (x, y) and P = (u, 0) 
that 
p*(-$NW = [(Jo)? d(x) + VI),* $(x)1 i + C(J1),* 4(-x) + (Jz)I* i(x)1 j, 
(2.2.2) 
where (Jk)-Jx) = ( l/y)(Jk)(x/y), k = 0, 1, 2, and “*” denotes convolution. 
From (2.1.4) and the properties of approximate identities we have that for 
($4 $1 E LY(R) x LY(R), 1 d 4 < 00, 
lim a.e. 
.I’ - 0 + 
U*( -Ql)(X) = d(x) i + $(x) j (2.2.3) 
and in Ly(R) x LY(R). 
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We next consider a half plane obtained from the standard one by coun- 
terclockwise rotation through an angle 19. For convenience we set GI = cos 8, 
j? = sin 0 and consider new coordinates (x’, y’) where x = xx’ - py’, y = 
j?x’ + ccy’. In the new coordinate system we consider the stress potential 
where the boundary &? = ((x’, y’): y’ = 0). Then, a straightforward com- 
putation shows that in the new coordinate system, ne = pi - aj for Q E a.CJ, 
so that for X= (x’, y’), P = (u’, II’), 
2 B2(u’ - x’)2(u’ - y’) + 2afl(U - x’)(u’ - y’)’ + a2(u’ - y’)’ 
~I,(P, X; na) = 71 ((24’ - x’)2 + (u’ - y’)2)’ > 
( 
Lq?( 2.4’ - x’ )Z( u’ - y’ ) 
I12(P, X; np) = 2 
+(a2-~2)(U’-X’)(u’-y’)2-a/?(u’-y’)3 ) 
((Id’ - x’)2 + (u’ -y’)2)2 
3 
121 = 1127 
2 a2(U’-x’)2(u’-y’)-2a~(U’-x’)(u’-y’)2+~2(U’-y’)3 
h2(P, X’, ne) =; ((u’- x/)2+ (u’-y’)*j2 
(2.2.4) 
If we assume P E &2, then P = (u’, 0). Writing the stress potential in 
(x’, y’) coordinates, letting X= (x’, y’) and + = 4(x’) i + $(x’) j we get 
9*(-4)(X)= [(&),I Q(x)+Wl)? $(x)1 i+ I(K,)+ f4x)+(K2),~ $(x)lj, 
(2.2.5) 
where 
K, = a2Jo + 2a/?J, + /?‘J,, 
K, = -aDJo + (a2 - /?‘) J, + aBJz, 
K2 = P’J,, - 2aBJ, + a2J2. 
(2.2.6) 
Using (2.1.4) we see that 
lrn K,,(x)~x=/~ 
-co -‘x 
K*(x) dx= 1 and jm K,(x) dx=O (2.2.7) 
-cc 
Thus we can conclude from the properties of approximate identities that 
for (4, $) E L4(%2) x L”(ZM2), 
,!iy+ y*( -$)(x’~ Y’) = 4(x’) i + W’)i (2.2.8) 
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It is interesting to note that the kernel (53)J(~) never appears. (J3)J. is the 
only 3rd derivative of F which is not the dilation of an integrable function. 
It is somewhat analogous to the conjugate Poisson kernel. 
2.3. The Stress Kernels: Boundary Estimates 
In this section we make the basic estimates for the stress potential on 
and near the boundary. To facilitate the estimates it is useful to describe 
the component kernels in what we call geometric coordinates. For Q E C!S 
we consider a coordinate system x’T, + y’N, where T, = x,(Q) i + l%,(Q) j
and N, = -y,(Q) i + x,(Q) j. T, is the unit tangent and N, is the unit 
inner normal (N, as used here, distinguishes it from the unit outer normal 
denoted by n). In this coordinate system if X= (x’. J!‘) and P = (u’, I.‘) 
then u-x’= (P-X,T,), ,‘-I”= (P-X, No), and ((u’-.I-‘)’ + 
(r’ -J’)‘)’ = j P- X14. We then write the stress matrix, (the kernel of the 
stress potential) as 
I*(P, x; “Q) = 
2 
,’ +(P-X,N,)‘(P-XT,) 
+(P-XIV,) 
(‘3.1 ) 
where SI = X.<(Q) and fl= y,,(Q). To study the stress potentials we need only 
study the potentials 
2 (P-X, To)’ ~‘(P- X, NQ)’ 
T,.,(X) = ; IP- X(4 f(P) d.ss(P)> 
(23.2) 
where f‘~ L”(dQ), 1 < P < cc, and i = 1, 2, 3. To study T,,,(X) we introduce 
some boundary operators. 
DEFINITION (2.3.3). Let ,f.~ Lp(&2)), 1 < p < ‘x: we define for Q E 82, 
T,.,.f.(Q)=~ s <P-Q,T,)‘~‘(P-Q,N,)‘,f.(P)d.s(p) n IP-Ql>r: If’- Ql” 
T,f‘(Q) = lim T,,,S(QL (2.3.4) I - 0 
MT,.f‘(Q) = SUP l~,,f(Q)I. 
8: > 0 
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THEOREM (2.3.5). For f EL”(&S), QEcX~, Z-(Q) the interior cone at Q, 
we have 
(i) Tif(Q) exists a.e., MT, and Ti are bounded from 
Lp(8J2) -+ Lp(%2) and Ti is compact from Lp(i3i2) -+ Lp(XJ). 
(ii) jimQ T,JX) = -.flQ) + Tif(Qh 
XE~(Q), i= 1, 3 
T,f(Qh x~f(Q), i=O. 
Proof The proof is an application of Calderon’s theorem on the 
Cauchy integral along Lipschitz curves. To show part (ii) we make use of 
the following extension of Theorem 2 of Calderon’s paper [2] to a wider 
class of operators. 
THEOREM (2.3.6). Let F(z, t) be analytic in z for IzJ < R and bounded and 
measurable in t. Let 4 be a real valued Lipschitz function on Iw. For E > 0 and 
f E Lp(Iw), 16 p < 00, let 
&f(t) = 1 
F cbW#W, t fads. 
IS-II>E ( s-t ) s-t 
(2.3.7) 
Then there exists an absolute constant a0 such that 111$‘11 a, < Rol,( 1 + u:))“~ 
implies that the operator L*f (t) = supI:, O IL,f(t)l is of weak type (1, 1) and 
strong type (p, p) for 1 < p < 00. 
Furthermore, tf we set 
A, = { F(.z, t): F is analytic for IzJ -C R and bounded and measurable in t} and 
(34, f) = fL~,q GA& f ), we have that m(lW\G(& f )) = 0, where m is 
Lebesque measure on [w and llt~YI[ o.< Ra,( 1 + a:)-“‘. 
ProoJ Following the proof of Theorem 2 of [a], 
u-(t)= j 
f(s) 
IS-t/s-e pyds 
=&j ,= f'(z, t)A,J(t)$ 
Iz P 
where p is sufficiently close to R and 
A&f(t) = j 
f(s) 
Is--II >E (s-t) - ;(qw - 4(t)) ds. 
The rest of the proof follows exactly as in Calderbn’s paper if we 
observe that F(z, t) is bounded and measurable in t is all we need to 
complete the argument. It follows that G(& F) 3 {t: lim, qo A&-(t) exists} 
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and the second part of the theorem follows because 
m(lW\{t:lim,,,A,,,f(t)exists}=O. 
Proof of Theorem (2.3.5). The proof of Theorem (2.3.5) is similar to the 
proof of estimates for the double layer potential in [6] and the multiple 
layer potential in [3]. The proof is divided into four basic steps: boundary 
operators, point-wise limits for stress potentials with smooth densities, 
maximal estimates for the components of the stress potential and extension 
of point-wise limits to stress potentials with Ly data. 
First we obtain Lp estimates for the maximal operator MT,f by using a 
partition of unity, introducing local coordinates and showing that locally 
T,,,f is bounded independent of t: by the HardyyLittlewood maximal 
function off plus a sum of Calderon operators. The compactness of the 
operators T, follows from the presence of the term P2(q5; x, y) = 4(x) - 
b( y ) - d’( y )( x - y) in the numerators of their kernels when the kernels are 
expressed in local coordinates. 
Second, we obtain the almost everywhere convergence at the boundary 
(part (ii) of Theorem 2.3.5) in the case that f is continuously differentiable. 
Here the jump relations are not obtained from a relevant Green’s formula 
but from the fact that the potentials behave, in part, like approximate iden- 
tities as the point X approaches the boundary nontangentially. 
Third, Lp bounds for the nontangential maximal function are obtained 
in terms of Calderon operators and the Hardy-Littlewood maximal 
function off: Finally standard arguments (see Fabes, Jodeit, and Riviere, 
p. 173 [6] for details), extend the estimates for part (ii) of Theorem (2.3.5) 
to all f‘~ Lp(S2), 1 < p < co. 
We begin by covering the set {X: dist(X, Q) < S} by a family of balls 
{B,},?=, of radius r,, centered at points Pje a52 with the property that 
B(P,,4r,)ni2=B(P,,4r,)n ((z, w): w > bj(z), where 4,~ CA(D), b,!(O) = 
d,(O) = 0, and P, = (0,O) 1. 
Let (q,) ;“=, be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to the cover 
‘B \v \ ,+,. Let 
2 <P-Q, Tg)3mr(P-Q, NQji 
UP, Q, =; 
IP-Ql” ’ 
i= 1, 2, 3. 
We can then write 
Ti.cf(Q) = j,pm g, >E UP, Q)f(P) ds(P) 
,c~j(P)Ki(P, Q)f(P)ddP) 
=Iij k,.,(=, w)f;(z) & (2.3.10) ,=, (z- l,)‘+(),(=)~),(n))2,,fZ 
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where fi(z) = rl,(z, 4ji(z))f(~, 4ji(z))(l + ~,Yz)~)“~ and 
2 
k,J z, w ) = - 
1 
7c (1 + qy( w)2)3’2 
x (Cz - w, + (4jCz) - d,tw)) dj!i'(w))3 'tp2(d,/; z, w))i 
((z - WI' + (4i(Z) - 4i(w))2)2 
(2.3.11) 
We next break up the regions of integration and get 
ki,j(z, W) f,(Z) dz 
) dz = s k,,j(z, “‘I f (Z) dz - J k;,j(z, W) fiCZ IX-ZI>E \‘I zP<+,(d,(d 4, n,)P> 2 II z .I‘ 
= Z(E) + II(&). 
A standard argument shows that 
(2.3 .12) 
where 
sup lIZ(E)I < c&*(H’), 
&>O 
(2.3.13) 
We note that Ilf/*IILp~R~ 6 Wll LpcRj and that IS,“=, Ilf,ll Lp~R~ =: IlfllLP~~R~. 
Furthermore since there are only a finite number of Is we can ignore the 
dependence on j. We also can incorporate the term (1 +qS’(w)‘))“’ into 
the constant which will bound the operator so we need only consider 
kernels 
ki(Z 
3 
w) =z ((z - WI + (d(z) - 4(w)) GWN- ‘(P,(d; Z? w)Y 
IT ((z-w)2+(~(z)--(w))2)2 . 
We will study the operators K,,f(w) = fIz _ ,,,, c k,(z, w) f(z) dz, 
MKi.ftw)=suP IKi,S(w’)l and 
EZO 
Wt w ) = !I_a &f( w 1. 
We next introduce the Calderon operators 
(2.3.15) 
STRESS POTENTIALS 
and 
where F,(z) = z’/( 1 + z*)~. Evaluating the kernels ki(z, W) we have 
+ (2qY(w) + qY(w)‘) F, 
+ qb’( MI)* F, 
+ (1 + ~c$‘(w)~) Fz 
i 
(b(2) -- f$(w)‘ 
I i -\)I’ , 
+ (F(M’) F, 
(2.3.16) 
(23.17) 
( 2.3.18 ) 
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The operators g,“;,, Me;, and 4 are Calderon operators and therefore 
bounded from Lp(R) to LP(R) for 1 < p < cc. Since the operators K,,,, MK, 
and Ki are sums of Calderon operators, they also are bounded from Lp(R) 
to Lp(R). This suffices to prove that the boundary operators T,,, MT,, and 
Ti are bounded from Lp(Js2) to Lp(X?) for 1 < p < co. 
To show compactness let (#n};zI be a sequence of functions in C,“(R) 
such that 114, - 411 o. + /I& - 4’11 co + 0 as n + cc. Let 
2 P2(qL; z, w) P2(4; z, wJi- ‘((z - w) + (d(z) - 4(w)) 4’ba3 -i 
k;,,,(z, w) = ; 
((z - WY -t (4(z) - 4w)2)2 
Let J&f(w) = Ja ki,n( z, MI) f(z) dz. Since 4,, E CF, ki,J.z, w) is bounded so 
that K,,,f( w) exists and is compact from Lp( R) + Lp( R). Next note 
CKi~naKi)fCw) 
= P.V. s (k;,,k w) - ki(z, w)).f(z) dz R 
= f p.v. s 
Pdh, - 4; z, w) Pz(4; z, wF’(z - w + (4(z) - 4(w)) &(w))~-’ dz 
((z - WI2 + (d(z) - 4b))2)2 (2.3.19) 
By Calderon’s Theorem Ki is then the norm limit of the compact Ki,,‘s 
and so is itself compact. 
We now assume that f is continuously differentiable on XI. For 
XEIJQ), the interior cone with vertex at Q, we consider the potential 
T’,(X) = Id, ki(P, J’, Q) f(P) ds(P), (2.3.20) 
where k,(P, X, Q)= (2/n)((P-X, Tp)3-'(P-X, Np)i/jP-X14), i= 1, 2, 
3. (Note that the kernel k,(P, Q) just considered is the same as kj(P, Q, Q).) 
Given a 6 > 0, we have 
r,;(X) = j ki(f', x, Q) f(P) ds(P) +j ki(P, x7 Q) f(P) ds(P) 
IP--et>6 IP-QlG6 
= 
I Cki(f’, x7 Q)-k,(f’, QII f(p) ds(P) lP-Q1>6 
+ i IF’-Ql >6 k;(f’, Q) f(P) ds(P) - P.V. j ki(P, Q 1 f(P) ds(P) 
+ I ki(f’t x3 Q)(.ftP)-f(Q)) ds(P) IP--Q/G6 
+f(Q)[P-Q,sa ki(P, X Q, d4P) + P.V. j” k,(P, Q) f(P) ds(P). 
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Since lim,,, Tis f(Q) exists a.e., we know that for E > 0 and almost 
every Q E &2 we can find a 6 I > 0 so that 
k;(P, Q)f(J’) ddP)-P.V. j?,, ki(P, Q)f(p) WP) ~6. (2.3.22) 
IP Ql z+. (5, 
Since J is continuously diffentiable, ki(P, X, Q)(f(Q)) is bounded. Thus 
we can choose d2 > 0 so that 
ki(P, XT Q)(.f(p)-j(Q)) dy(P) <E (2.3.23 ) 
IP-Qlaa 
whenever 6 < 6,. 
Given a 6 > 0, fixed, we can find 6, > 0 so that 
(k;(P, -KQ, - ki(P, Q)),f(p) ds(P) < 6 (2.3.24) 
lP~-Ql>B 
whenever (X- Ql< 13~. 
If we set 6 = min{ 6,) S,} we have shown that for E > 0, we can find a 
fi,>O such that 
r,:i(X) -f(Q) j,p _ Q, ~6 k;(P, X, Q)&(P)-p.v. [k;(P, Q)f(P)ds(P) <3e, ” 
(2.3.25) 
whenever IX- Ql < 6,. 
The problem now is to evaluate jlPPa, G6 ki(P, X, Q) L&(P). This 
problem is avoided in the case of the double layer potential by a Green’s 
formula argument. However, for this potential we have the following sub- 
stitute: 
LEMMA (2.3.26). 
lim lim k,(P, X, Q) h(P) = 
a + 0 ,“,Y( 8 
i‘ ) IP-QlS~ i ) 
-; 
i= I,3 
i=2 
for almost every Q E dC2. 
ProojI We begin by choosing 6 > 0 and a ball B = B(Q, 6) so that 
BnL?= Bn ((z, w): w > 4(z), 4 E CA(R), b(O) = d’(O) = 0 and ljq+‘II msmall 
enough to permit the use of Calderon’s theorem}. Then consider (2, w) 
coordinates where the z axis is the line tangent to aL2 at the point Q. 
For PEX?n B and X=Q+wNo, ( N is the unit inner normal at Q), o 
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we have P= (z, 4(z)), A’= (0, w), T, = (1,0) and N, = (0, 1). For these 
points, 
2 z3-Q5(z) - w)i 
ki(Py X Q) =i t22 + (#(z) _ w)2)z’ (2.3.27) 
We begin by noting that 
2 
EL ,Z,<a(2*+W2)2 I 
z3 - iwi 
dz = 4 
i=O, 2 
0, i= 1. 
(2.3.28) 
This together with (2.3.23) tells us that if LX2 coincides with its tangent line 
for (P-Q/ <:6 then, 
lim s ki(P, Q + wN,, Q, ds(P) = -;’ f : ;’ 3 (2.3.29) W-0 IP-Q/G6 ? 
since i(z) = 0 for small values of z. 
We next set X= Q + wN, and assume w < 6. 
s UP, X Q, ddp) IP-PIG6 
2 
s 
z3-q&z) - Iv)’ 
dz-z j 
z3-‘(qqz) - w)i 
= n /z, <6 (22 + d(z) - w)‘)’ ~ lz1<6 (z’ + ((b(z) - w)‘)’ dz 
2+)(z)Z> 62 
= Z(6) + ZZ(6). (2.3.30) 
To estimate these integrals we introduce q(6) = sup,;, G6 [qY(z)j. Since 
4’(z) 40 as z 4 0 we have q(6) +O as 6 -+ 0. Then if IzI d 6 and 
z* + d(z)’ > 6* we have z2(1 + q(S)‘) > 6* which implies that 
J/(1 + v](c??)~)“~ < (zJ < 6. This means that the measure of the region of 
integration in ZZ(6) is less than 6( 1 - (l/dm) = o(6) as 6 + 0. In this 
region 
z3-i@(z) - w) s3-i(q(s) 6 + w)’ 
(z2+($h(z)-w)*)2 Gc d4 
<: 
6’ 
(2.3.31) 
Hence, 
as 6 -+O. (2.3.32) 
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We now must estimate I(6). We consider 
Recall we are assuming w < 6. Then, 
-‘3 ~(j(z)‘--/w’J 
(z2 + ((b(z) - w)2)’ 
< w3 yq(s) M.)’ ‘M.’ 
(LI’,:2 )4 
16q(6)‘- ’ = 
i2‘ (2.3.34) 
Hence, 
= 1617(d)’ -’ + 0 as b-+0. (2.3.35 I 
We next consider the region w/2 < /z) < 6. Since i = 1, 2, 3 and 
0 < j < i - 1, we have six cases for the numerator. We first examine the case 
j>O. Ifj=2, i=3 and ifj= 1, i=2, or i=3. Since i>j we have 
23 i&)i-’ )*” <ClPI” ’ vf(S)’ ’ H” 
(z2 + ((b(2) - w)2)2 (=2 + ,.2)2 
(2.3.36 I 
Hence, 
/J 
z3- ‘f)(z)’ ~J w’ 
I(./2 c 121 G 6 (22 + (qqz) - wy)’ 
dz 
<C 
/I 
7z (z/3-/ M” 
% (z2 + w2)2 Liz ds)‘- ’ 
-0 as 6+Osincei-.j>Oand j>O. (2.3.37) 
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For the case j = 0 we need Calderon’s theorem to get the estimates. We 
begin with 
s 
z3-iq5(z)i 
w/2 < IZ(<6 (z’ + (4(z) - w)*)* dz 
= s 1 z3-i4~z)i{(z2+(q5(f,-w)*)*-(z*+/(z)*)* dz W’/2 < 121 < 6 
+.I 
(2 - o)3 - i((7qz) - #(O))i 
“i2c~r~~n~(i-o)2+(~(Z)-~(0))*)2dZ 
=A(d)+B(d). (2.3.38) 
Since 
1 1 IA3 w 
(z’ + ((b(z) - w)‘)’ - (22 + qi(z)2)2 G c (z’ + w*y 
when Iz[ >: 
we have 
(2.3.39) 
Clearly A(d)+0 as 6-O. 
To estimate B(6) we use Theorem (2.3.6). For Q’ E &2, let (s, +&s)) be 
the parametrization for the boundary in local coordinates with origin at Q’ 
and with the s-axis along the tangent line to 80 at Q’. Then at almost 
every point Q’ E %2 we need to show 
lim s d-0 o<lrl<b 
(2.3.40) 
where Fj defined in (2.3.15). If we write (2.3.40) in terms of coordinates 
based at Q, then for Q’= (x, ~&c)) in the Q based coordinates, 
(2.3.41) 
where tiX(z) = (z - qY(x))/( 1 -z@(x)) and ~1, fi + 0 as a, b + 0. 
Clearly the function Fio tjX(z) is analytic in z and bounded and 
measurable in x for small 1/&I/ oo. Hence we can apply Theorem (2.3.6) to 
obtain (2.3.40) for almost every Q E XI. The term B(6) arises at each Q. By 
what we have shown B(6) + 0 as 6 + 0 for almost every Q E 80. 
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We next have the estimate, 
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+O as 6 +O. (2.3.42) 
Finally we note that for XE~(Q) and _?=Q+ (X-Q, N,) N,, a 
straightforward computation shows that 
(2.3.43) 
Since 
lim 1 
4-07t i 
-_3-‘(-M’)‘dzZ -1, 
,;,<a (z’+w2)2 i 
i= I, 3 
0, i=2 
we can combine estimates (2.3.32), (2.3.35) (2.3.37), (2.3.39) (2.3.40). and 
(2.3.42) to conclude the proof of the lemma. 
From (2.3.25) and Lemma (2.3.26) we conclude that for f continuously 
differentiable 
i= 1,3 
i= 2. 
(2.3.44 ) 
To generalize (2.3.44) to more general densities we need 
LEMMA (2.3.45). Let CELL. Let T~i(Q)=Supj(T,,,(X)/: XE 
r”,(Q) ). Then T)Ti is bounded from Ly(i)f22) into itsef,for I < q < x. 
Proof: The proof of this lemma is contained in the proof of Theorem 
(4.1.1) of Cohen and Gosselin [3]. More precisely, the operator UT defined 
by (4.1.7) of [3] is estimated by estimating the kernel, k(x, t, 2) = 
(X - z)“(t - &z))~/(((x - z)’ + (t - d(z))‘)‘) (where 2y = c( + fl+ 1 ), given in 
(4.1.10). The introduction of local coordinates here shows that we need to 
estimate the kernel (z - u)‘-~(#(z) - u)~/((z - u)’ + (4(z) - u)~)*) which is 
obviously a special case of k(x, t, z) which appears above. 
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Finally, preceding as in Theorem 1.3 of [6], one uses the maximal 
estimates of Lemma (2.3.45) and the fact that (ii) of Theorem (2.3.5) holds 
for f continuously differentiable to obtain part (ii) for general f E LY(&2). 
3. INVERTIBILITY 
In this section we show that -I+ Y* is invertible on a subset of 
Ly(~G’) x Ly(%2) satisfying appropriate moment conditions. This will tell us 
that the boundary value problem, d20 = 0 in Q, Lv = 4, on BSZ, is solvable 
as a modified lower order potential. 
An important part of the demonstration of the invertibility of -I+ 9* 
is done in [4]. There it is shown that the adjoint operator (-I+ 8)* is 
invertible on the coset space v z. In this paper we show that the invertibility 
extends to the appropriate space of pairs of Ly(&C2) functions. 
3.1. Previous Results 
We begin by explaining the results of [4], starting with some definitions. 
DEFINITION (3.1.1). G9: = (4 = (4, $) E LY(&2) x LY(8$2): (g,4) = 
SiindQ) 4(Q) + h(Q) ti(Q) ds(Q) =O for all g~@,,e,> 
Remark (3.1.2). G$: = LY(8R) x Lq(%2)/%?j 
Remark (3.1.3). Since $9’ consists of pairs of LJ’(af2) functions satisfying 
jiin gx, + h,v, ds = 0, . tt follows that %?i = {,I(x,Fi + y,j): i E R}. The elements 
of 97: are cosets of the form $= $ + AT, where T, = x,(Q) i +vs(Q) j and 
l”E R. 
For 2 E%?,,, let u,(g; X) be the modified multiple layer potential with 
density 2 (see(1.1.2)). Define A(P)=f&,g(Q)x,(Q)+h(Q) y,(Q)ds(Q), 
where P, PO E &2, P, is fixed and the integration proceeds counterclockwise 
around X?. Let k = (A, g, h) and let u(k; X) be the multiple layer potential 
with density k (see Sect. 2.5 of [4] for further details about the multiple 
layer potential). Then for XE r(Q), 
lim Vu,(g; X) = $imPVu(& X) = 7c( --I+ 2) k(P), (3.1.4) 
X-P 
where rr is defined by rrk = z(A, g, h) = (g, h). The operator X is defined in 
(1.2.3) of [4]. We then define 7and 2 by rg = 7ck and ~,?‘g =r&k. Then 
(1.2.4) of [4] implies that Vu,(X) -+ (-r+ 8) g as X-+ P nontangentially 
from the interior. The operator (-r+ 9)* is the adjoint of (-7+ 8) and 
it acts on the coset space UT. 
We now introduce some more spaces. 
DEFINITION (3.1.5). Let m+ = Ker( -7+ P)* and Y, = Ker( -7+ 8). 
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DEFINITION (3.1.6). Let V.9 = {a(.~, v) + /I(l, O)+y(O, 1): cn, /I, :‘, are 
real). The annihilator of V.f is then V.%‘- = {$E%:: (S, 6) = 0 for all 
@VY}. 
Remark (3.1.7). Recalling the space Y(a) = { a(~” + 1’) + /AX + y,r + d ) 
defined in Section 1.1 of [4] we see that V.Y consists of the gradients of 
polynomials in 9. The dual pairing (g, 4) is defined by (g, 6) = Sin ,g( Q ) 
&Q)+h(Q) $(Q) A(Q) where += (4, $)E$. This is well defined since if 
I$, and & are representatives of the same coset then 4, - Qr, E %;. 
We next want to obtain the adjoint operator (-T+ P)* as the boun- 
dary value of L Cny~~,(X). This is done in [4] in the following manner. 
Let (B, i;=, , y,, P,, 4, and )I, be as in the proof of Theorem (2.3.5). 
Let 6,) = i dist(( IJ,“= , II,)“, X?). For a pair of functions I$ = (4, $I) defined 
in R let 
($1, (P) = ‘f rl,(P) $(P + [N,). (?.l.Xi 
I -I 
where 0 < t < 6,, and N, is the unit inner normal at P,. For 9 E (6: we say 
lim ,-+,,(+), =5 if lim ,..,,) (g, (+), )= (2, ?) for all FE%,,. In what 
follows we let Lo denote L,,,,r. 
In [4] we show that if 4, and & are two distinct representatives of the 
same coset and ~1, = t~,($~; X) and u2 = v,,(I#B~; X) are the corresponding 
modified lower order potentials, then (2, (Lc, - LP~)( ) = 0 for all t > 0 
and all KEEP. We then have the following theorems: 
THEOREM(3.1.9). For $E %F, $ a representutiw of’ 6 und v,,($; X) thc~ 
modified lorwr order potential \r*irh den.sit~- 4 then lim, ..,,, (Lt.,,,), =: 
( -T-t J?)* d; in the sense that, 
lim (~,(LD,),)=((-T+(li)R,4;) (3.1.10) 
/-cl 
Proof: This is theorem (3.4.2) of [4]. 
THEOREM (3.1.11). V.Y=-i;, unrl%(;,*=V.f’@Iv+ 
Proof: The proof is in Theorem (2.2.2) and (3.4.1) of 143. 
COROLLARY (3.1.12). If qO E V.gi then there is u unique 6, E V.9’ .suc,h 
thar lf 4, ~4, and u,,,($,; X) is the modi’ed lower order potentiul bc.ith 
density +, , then 
A *r,,($, ; X) = 0, XEQ. 
lim (Lu,), =&. 
I * 0 
(3.1.13) 
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3.2. Invertibility of ( -I + Y*) 
To conclude this paper we need to relate the “abstract” adjoint operator 
(-f+ 8)* to the pointwise almost everywhere defined integral operator 
-I+ Y* obtained in (2.3.5). We use the invertibility of (-7+ p)* to 
obtain the invertibility of ( -I+ 9*). 
We begin by letting ~1: Ly(XI) x L4(%2) 4%” be given by 
a($) =$=$+Vk. Next let T= -Z+9* and T= (-I+=!?)*. Finally let 
(L” x I%,= #=WQR) x L”(aQ): S~~ng(Q)~(Q)+h(Q)~(Q)ds(Q)=O 
for all (g, h) E V.9 1. We then have the following important result. 
LEMMA (3.2.1). MT+= Tor$for alZ$E(L9xL9),,(cX2). 
Proof. Let 4 E (L9 x LY), and let v,(Q; X) be the modified lower order 
potential with density 9. Then for g E %YP, 
(2, Tag+ = c&T, co = ,‘$ (2, v&J; >. (3.2.2) 
On the other hand, 
(i%aT$)= j.@(Q)a lim 
XXET ) 8 
Lv,(X)~ C&(Q) 
1 
=j$, la, vj(Q> &Q) (pi Lv,(d; Q + rN,)‘) ds(Q) 
= fi? ,f 1 Vj(Q) t?(Q) Lum(#; Q + tNj)T h(Q) 
,=, ac2 
= f’-“, (2, WV,); >. (3.2.3) 
By (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) Ta@ = aT$ as elements in UT. 
We next consider the modified lower order potential with density in wk. 
LEMMA (3.2.4). fl QE %?: and v = ~~(4; -U then lim,,eEan,,t-ErcQ) 
Lum(W = -W(Q). 
Proof %t = {ATo: AER, T,=x,(Q)i+vS(Q)jj. Thus we can 
explicitly compute 
v,(ATo;X)=] 2~x(P-X)Ix,(P)+2~Y~ys(P)ds(P) 
dl 
= 12F( P - X) 1 pi p,+ 
= -AJP,-x12. (3.2.5) 
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Employing the definition of L = L(,,c, we get 
Lu,(AT,; A’) = -2AT,. (3.2.6) 
In other words, for +~Ylf, (-I+ 5?*) 4 = -24. We now have our main 
theorem. 
THEOREM (3.2.7). The 
$ E (Lq x Lo),. 
operator 
Proof: Let T= -I+ P’* and T= ( -7-t P)* as before. Assume I$ E 
(Ly x L“),(Q) and T+ = 0. Let a($) = $= $ + %i as in Lemma (3.2.1). Then 
c(( r(4)) = ~(0) = 0. Then by Lemma (3.2.1) RX($) = ctT($) = 0. That is. 
T-=0. But T is 1 to 1 so that $=ir. That is $=%‘k which implies that 
Q E %‘t. By Lemma (3.2.1) we have $ = - t T$ since I$ E %Yi. But by our 
original assumption that T$ = 0, we conclude 4 = 0. Thus T is one to one 
on (15” x LY)JaQ). 
We next show that T maps (Ly x Lq),(aQ) to itself. Let 
C$ E (15” x ,C,y)0(&2). Then since T is 1 to 1 from V.f’- to itself, if ,jj E V.f we 
have 
(8, T4) = (8, W,) > 
= (S, m 
=o (3.2.8 )
provided 6 E V,P ‘. But if $ E (Ly x Ly),(kX2) then clearly 6~V.g~ since for 
any other representative $r = (qS1, II/, ) E $ we have $, = 4 + i., T, and, 
for all 2 E V4. 
= 
i 
g4 + h$ ds + 2, /” gx,, + hq’~ d.s 
PR ” <‘cl 
=o (3.2.9 )
Finally by Theorem (2.3.5) the operator Y* is compact so that we can 
apply Fredholm theory to conclude ( -I+ 6p*) ’ exists on (Ly x LY)O(Q). 
THEOREM (3.2.10). For $E (Ly x LY)O(dQ) there exists a jimction IJ such 
that 
d2u(x) = 0, XESZ 
lim Lcnvp(X) =4(Q) a.e. 
XEQ 
XE I-(Q) 
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Prooj Let $ = (--I+ 9*)-l $ and set u = u,(&,; X). Then by Theorem 
(2.3.5), 
~~L,“&~O~ m = (-I+ I*) 
=(-Z+T*)(-Z+P-‘(I)) 
ET 4. 
This concludes the paper as Theorem (3.2.10) is a restatement of 
Theorem ( 1.2.1). 
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